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## ABSTRACT
During the above reporting period, the PI investigated the use of vortex beams to mitigate thermal mode instability in high energy fiber amplifiers. The investigation was carried out through: (1) the development of a comprehensive model to study and mitigate the onset of thermal mode instability in large mode area fiber amplifiers, and (2) the development of a testbed at IIT Madras to experimentally validate the above results as well as to explore the generation of vortex modes through a spiral phase plate and novel all-fiber fused coupler. Such work has laid the platform to demonstrate the mitigation of thermal mode instability through vortex beam amplification in high energy fiber amplifiers.
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Abstract: This project is a collaboration between Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC), University of Southampton and IIT Madras (IITM). During the above reporting period, we investigated the use of vortex beams to mitigate thermal mode instability in high energy fiber amplifiers. The investigation is carried out through (1) the development of a comprehensive model to study and mitigate the onset of thermal mode instability in large mode area fiber amplifiers, and (2) the development of a testbed at IIT Madras to experimentally validate the above results as well as to explore the generation of vortex modes through a spiral phase plate and novel all-fiber fused coupler. Such work has laid the platform to demonstrate the mitigation of thermal mode instability through vortex beam amplification in high energy fiber amplifiers.

Executive Summary

This project is a collaboration between Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC), University of Southampton and IIT Madras (IITM) and this report is a minor modification of what IIT Madras submitted for their grant from AOARD, FA2386-15-1-5044, PI Balaji Srinivasan.

The phase of an optical signal is of fundamental importance for mature applications such as chirped pulse amplification as well as for emerging applications such as coherent combination in phased-array lasers for high-energy lasers. Fiber amplifiers are preferred for these systems, but they are limited by transverse mode shifting effects including thermal mode instabilities, which can make it impossible to achieve required phase control. In order to address the above limitations, we proposed to study the thermal mode instabilities...
experimentally and theoretically, and investigate strategies in fiber design or operation (e.g., vortex modes) to mitigate the instabilities as well as the resulting phase distortion. As such, the specific objectives of the project are:

- Build a comprehensive model to study thermal mode instability (TMI) in high power fiber amplifiers and investigate its mitigation through the use of vortex modes.
- Construct a high power fiber amplifier test-bed at IITM to experimentally validate the above results as well as to study the possible use of vortex modes for amplification.

ORC has hosted long-term visits from IITM to train and work on similar systems at ORC and short-term visits from Boston University.

**Work done:**

With respect to the modeling of TMI and its mitigation, we (= IITM) have implemented a scalar model with weakly guiding approximation to solve the wave equation in the fiber amplifier. The second order partial derivative is discretised using finite difference methods and results are stored in a sparse matrix to solve for the eigenmodes. The rate equations are subsequently solved over finite sections of the amplifier, and the thermal mode instability is introduced through the steady state thermal diffusion equation. The simulation results have been verified to be consistent with those reported previously in the literature. We have also explored the use of parallel processing to solve the rate equations across the transverse cross-section of the fiber amplifier, which has yielded promising results (50x improvement).

We have constructed a multi-stage Yb-doped high power fiber amplifier testbed at IITM. A key feature of this testbed is the capability to vary the thermal load in the final stage through modulation of the master oscillator at different duty cycles. The testbed has been carefully designed and characterized up to the final amplifier stage. Our experimental results are found to be consistent with simulations. Concurrently, we have investigated the generation of vortex modes through spiral phase plates and novel all-fiber fused couplers. We have demonstrated the excitation of a vortex mode with charge 1 through a fused coupler consisting of a standard single mode fiber and a custom air-core fiber designed to support vortex modes.

**Ongoing work**

Ongoing work is focused on extension of the high power fiber amplifier model to a fully vectorized model so that it accommodates vortex beam propagation. Similarly on the experimental side, our efforts are focused on scaling the output power levels from the final amplifier stage so that the thermal mode instability effects may be studied in a detailed manner.
Introduction

This project is a collaboration between Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC), University of Southampton and IIT Madras (IITM) and this report is a minor modification of what IIT Madras submitted for their grant from AOARD, FA2386-15-1-5044, PI Balaji Srinivasan. This report is primarily written by the IITM team.

High power fiber lasers and amplifiers utilizing ytterbium(Yb)-doped fibers have been extensively studied in the past few decades and a phenomenal increase in the peak as well as average power levels have been demonstrated [1, 2]. The primary reasons for such widespread interest are the inherent advantages of a fiber-based medium such as excellent beam quality, relative ease of thermal management as well as small footprint. Owing to the low quantum defect of Yb-doped in silica, the gain medium utilizing the Yb-ion is invariably the choice for applications which require high intensity and high-power sources. However, the power scaling of such fiber lasers are challenged by several factors including fiber nonlinearities, self-pulsing and thermal mode instability. The nonlinearity issue is typically addressed by increasing the mode effective area in large-mode area (LMA) fibers and reducing the length of the active fiber in a master-oscillator power amplifier configuration (MOPA) [3]. Similarly, self-pulsing and pulse distortion due to gain saturation may be avoided by amplifying the signal using multiple stages.

The large-mode area (LMA) double-clad fibers facilitate high-power multimode diode pumping and single-mode (or few-mode) operation, the latter being achieved by reduction in the numerical aperture (NA) of the core [4, 5]. However, the LMA fibers have been reported to exhibit an instability in the transverse modes of the fiber beyond a certain threshold average power, which has been attributed to thermal effects [6, 7]. In some cases, an initially single mode fiber has been said to exhibit guidance of the first higher order mode after a certain threshold of signal power is achieved [8]. From literature, it is known that this instability threshold depends on the average power and not on the peak power of the signal [9] and the instability is caused due to the exchange in power among the transverse modes.

One of the recently emerging, viable solutions to the challenge of further amplification is considered to be the principle of beam combining [10]. Specifically, coherent beam combining has been demonstrated as an attractive choice for high-power lasers [11, 12]. However, matching the phase of the individual beams has been an extremely challenging task. Active phasing provides a robust way for in-phase mode coherent beam combining. However, coherent beam combining with active phase control is achieved through complicated algorithmic techniques [11, 12]. We expect that the use of the orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes for coherent beam combining could increase the output power further. In addition, matching the phase between these combining modes, which is essential for coherent beam combining, is expected to be relatively simpler as these beams have a specified non-destructive phase structure (in appropriate fibers). The unique properties and one of the all-fiber generation techniques of OAM beams are given below.

Optical beams with helical wavefronts consist of a Poynting vector component in the azimuthal direction which results in orbital angular momentum of $\pm l \frac{h}{2\pi}$ per photon in the direction of beam propagation, $l$ being the intrinsic charge of the OAM beam. The pitch and handedness of the helix determines the intrinsic charge type (positive/negative) of the OAM beam [13]. Such wavefront manipulated beams are known to have wavefront dislocations such as screw dislocation, edge dislocation and mixed screw edge dislocation [14]. A screw
dislocation is characterized by helical wavefront with a null in the center of the intensity structure while an edge dislocation is characterized by zero intensity line across the beam (because of phase difference of \( \pi \) along the line). Mixed screw edge dislocation has zero intensity line from the periphery to the center (because of phase difference of \( \pi \) along the line till center) \([15, 16]\). Some of the ways of generating these beams are by manipulation of Gouy phase with cylindrical lens \([17]\), diffraction techniques using fork gratings \([17]\) and spiral phase plate (SPP) \([18, 19]\).

SPP is a device consisting of a transparent polymer layer whose thickness is azimuthally varied resulting in an azimuthally varying phase. The transparent polymer layer of SPP should give a phase difference of integral multiples of \( 2\pi \) to generate a screw dislocated OAM beam \([19]\). SPP with non-integral phase delay results in mixed screw edge dislocated wavefront beams, which are also called fractional OAM beams.

OAM generation has been widely studied in free space, silicon chips, and to a limited extent, in fiber. While a few of these devices offer ability to multiplex many OAM modes with low loss, none of them are directly fiber compatible. Hence, alternative all-fiber based techniques which offer the potential for direct integration with existing telecom infrastructures, and yet are mode-scalable are highly desirable. The all-fiber fused coupler for generating OAM beams is expected to be suitable for integrating with coherent beam combining.

The key objectives of this work are:

- Build a comprehensive model to study thermal mode instability (TMI) in high power fiber amplifiers and investigate its mitigation through the use of vortex modes.
- Construct a high power fiber amplifier test-bed at IITM to experimentally validate the above results as well as to study the possible use of vortex modes for amplification.

The work done during the past one year on the above tasks are outlined below. The effect of TMI has been studied through a numerical model along with performance study of parallel programming to ease the computation time. Design and study of an experimental testbed to achieve hundreds of Watts of power is described in this report along with the limiting effects in further scaling. Vortex beams generation using SPP and technique of OAM beam generation using all-fiber fused couplers has been described in the report. Another practical solution to push up the threshold of thermal mode instability is the method of tandem pumping. This has also been briefly addressed in the appendix of this report.

I-A. Simulation of thermal mode instability in high power fiber amplifiers

As mentioned above, one of the key objectives of this project is to simulate the power evolution in high power fiber amplifiers and specifically to study the onset of thermal mode instability in such amplifiers. It is well known that the large mode area fiber designs used to circumvent nonlinear interactions in the amplifier allow the LP_{11} mode to co-propagate with the fundamental LP_{01} mode. When \( P_{\text{out}} > P_{\text{th}} \), the output intensity profile has been observed to fluctuate at millisecond timescale. Such degradation is attributed to a refractive index grating caused by spatio-temporal temperature variation through the thermo-optic effect we well as the Kramer-Kronig relation. The algorithm used to capture the above effects is outlined below.

**ALGORITHM**
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1. The refractive index profile $n(x,y)$ and ion concentration profile $N_{\text{ion}}(x,y)$ of the Yb-doped large mode area (LMA) fiber is initialized.

2. Input signal power of $P_{\text{mode1}}$ and $P_{\text{mode2}}$ in the fundamental and higher order modes are chosen.

3. The output of the scalar wave equation $e_1(x,y)$, $e_{21}(x,y)$ and $e_{22}(x,y)$ the electric fields (normalized to respective intensity) corresponding to the fundamental mode and first two excited modes respectively are obtained.

4. The steady state rate calculations are done for a $dz_{\text{gain}}$ space step.

5. The quantum defect is calculated and is used in the steady state thermal equations as the heat source.

6. The temperature difference is calculated and used in thermo-optic equation to calculate the updated refractive index profile $dz_{\text{thermal}}$ space steps.

7. Steps 3 to 6 are repeated along the length of the fiber.

The specific computations performed as part of the simulations are outlined below. Although the final objective of our effort is to develop a fello-vectorized model that captures the amplification of the vortex beam in the large mode area fiber, we solve the scalar wave equation initially with the aim of capturing the thermo-optic effects and establish the origin of thermal mode instability.

\[
\nabla^2 E(x,y) + n^2(x,y)k^2_0 - \beta^2 E(x,y) = 0 \quad (1)
\]

After discretizing, at a given $z$

\[
\frac{E(x+\Delta x,y)+E(x-\Delta x,y)+E(x,y+\Delta y)+E(x,y-\Delta y)-4E(x,y)}{(\Delta x)^2} + n(x,y)^2k^2_0 E(x,y) = \beta^2 E(x,y) \quad (2)
\]

Clearly, the scalar model means that polarization changes due to birefringence are neglected. Minimal refractive index difference between the core and the cladding is assumed (weakly guiding approximation) so as to find analytical solutions for the equation. In such a case, the smaller numerical aperture results in smaller critical angle and thus paraxial approximation is also valid.

The second order partial derivative is discretised using FDM and results are stored in a sparse matrix and the eigen solutions are determined. Eigen solutions of this equation gives $e_1(x,y)$, $e_{21}(x,y)$, $e_{22}(x,y)$ and $\beta^2_1$ and $\beta^2_2$ corresponding to fundamental mode and first two excited modes (degenerate) respectively.

**Steps for iteration 1:**

\[
P_{\text{mode1}} = 9.5 \text{ W} \quad (3)
\]

\[
P_{\text{mode21}} = 0.25 \text{ W} \quad , \quad P_{\text{mode22}} = 0.25 \text{ W} \quad (4)
\]

\[
I_p(x,y) = \frac{P_{\text{pump}}}{\text{Area}_{\text{inner cladding}}} \quad (5)
\]
• Overlap factor for the signal is calculated as

$$\Gamma_{si} = \frac{\iint_{\text{core}} |e_i(x,y)|^2 \, dx \, dy}{\iint_{-a} |e_i(x,y)|^2 \, dx \, dy}$$

(6)

After re-normalizing the above equation with respect to the total power,

$$\frac{1}{2} \epsilon_0 c C_0 \sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} |e_1(x_i, y_j)|^2 = P_{\text{mode1}}$$

(7)

$$C_0 = \frac{P_{\text{mode1}}}{\frac{1}{2} \epsilon_0 c \sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} |e_1(x_i, y_j)|^2}$$

(8)

$$P_{s1}(x, y) = \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_0 c C_0 \ |e_1(x, y)|^2$$

(9)

Thus,

$$P_{s1}(x, y) = \frac{P_{\text{mode1}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} |e_1(x_i, y_j)|^2} |e_1(x, y)|^2$$

(10)

Similarly,

$$P_{s21}(x, y) = \frac{P_{\text{mode21}}}{\sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} |e_21(x_i, y_j)|^2} |e_2(x, y)|^2$$

(11)

**Rate Equation Calculations**

Substituting pump and signal power, absorption and emission cross sections $\sigma$ in rate equations result in gain $g(x,y,z)$ and heating due to quantum defect neglecting contribution due to spontaneous emission $Q(x,y,z)$.

• Power profiles are used in Laser rate calculation equations, (17)-(19).

• Intensity profile is calculated from power in each mode $P_{\text{mode1}}(x, y)$, $P_{\text{mode21}}(x, y)$ and $P_{\text{mode22}}(x, y)$

$$I_x(x, y) = \left[ \sqrt{P_{\text{mode1}}} e^{-i\beta z} e_1(x, y) + \sqrt{P_{\text{mode21}}} e^{-i\beta z} e_{21}(x, y) + \sqrt{P_{\text{mode22}}} e^{-i\beta z} e_{22}(x, y) \right]^2$$

(12)

• For steady state, ion concentration in excited state,

$$N_2(x, y) = N_{\text{ion}}(x, y) * \frac{\left( I_2(x,y)e_{\text{g+ap}} \right)^2}{h \nu_p}$$

(13)

Ion concentration in ground state,

$$N_1(x, y) = N_{\text{ion}}(x, y) - N_2(x, y)$$

(14)
• Gain coefficient for signal $g$ and pump depletion rate $g_p$ are computed as,

\[
g(x,y) = \sigma_{es} N_2(x,y) - \sigma_{ae} N_1(x,y) \quad (15)
\]

\[
g_p(x,y) = \sigma_{ep} N_2(x,y) - \sigma_{ap} N_1(x,y) \quad (16)
\]

Updating power profiles for $dz$ space step,

\[
P_{s1}(x,y) = P_{s1}(x,y) \left(1 + dz \cdot g(x,y)\right) \quad (17)
\]

\[
P_{s21}(x,y) = P_{s21}(x,y) \left(1 + dz \cdot g(x,y)\right) \quad (18)
\]

\[
P_{s22}(x,y) = P_{s22}(x,y) \left(1 + dz \cdot g(x,y)\right) \quad (19)
\]

\[
P_{\text{pump}}(z) = \text{sum}(1p(x,y)(1 + dz \cdot gp(x,y)) \cdot dA) \quad (20)
\]

\[
P_{\text{mode1}} = \sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} P_{s1}(x,y) \quad (21)
\]

\[
P_{\text{mode21}} = \sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} P_{s21}(x,y) \quad (22)
\]

\[
P_{\text{mode22}} = \sum_{i=1}^{NX} \sum_{j=1}^{NY} P_{s22}(x,y) \quad (23)
\]

Equations Eq.12 to Eq.23 is repeated (100 times) before next thermal calculation and refractive index updation, for $dz = 100 \ \mu m$.

• Quantum defect $Q(x,y)$ is calculated as,

\[
Q(x,y) = \left(\frac{V_p}{V_s} - 1\right) g(x,y) I_s(x,y) , \quad (24)
\]

which is used as input as heat load to heat equation. Intensity profile obtained from Eq.12 is used in Eq.24 to calculate the quantum heat.

**Thermal Calculations**

The time-dependent heat equation is given by,

\[
\frac{\partial T(r, \varphi, z, t)}{\partial t} = \frac{K}{\rho C} \nabla^2 T(r, \varphi, z, t) + \frac{1}{\rho C} Q(r, \varphi, z, t), \quad (25a)
\]

where $K$ – Thermal conductivity, $\rho$ – Mass density, $C$ – Heat capacity within the fiber.

Assuming steady state,

\[
U(r') = \left[\frac{U(r'+\Delta r)+U(r'-\Delta r)}{2}\right] + \frac{\Delta r}{4r'} \left[U(r'+\Delta r') - U(r' - \Delta r')\right] + \Omega(r') \frac{(\Delta r)^2}{2} \quad (25b)
\]
Newton’s law of cooling assumed at the cladding boundary,
\[ U(r') = \frac{U(r - \Delta r)}{1 + B \Delta r} \]
where B is the Biot's number.

\[ \Delta T(x, y) = U(r') T_{\text{bd}} \]

using interpolation. The thermo-optic effect is represented by,
\[ \Delta \varepsilon(x, y) = 2 \sqrt{\varepsilon(x, y, z)} \frac{dn}{dT} \Delta T(x, y) \quad (28a) \]

where \( \frac{dn}{dT} \) is the thermo-optic coefficient. The permittivity matrix is updated through the following relation,
\[ n^2(x, y, z + \Delta z) = n^2(x, y, z) + 2n(x, y, z) \frac{dn}{dT} \Delta T(x, y, z) \quad (28b) \]

Although the refractive index changes with thermo-optic effect, dependence on the gain through Kramer-Kronig relation is neglected. Cold condition for initial thermal profile and for outer cladding is assumed. The updated permittivity matrix is used again to calculate the mode profile for the propagation. Furthermore, no material loss or bend loss is included in the model. Lossless and perfectly reflecting boundary conditions as well as uniform doping are assumed.

**Steps from iteration 2**

- Electric fields are stored as:
  \[ e_{1,\text{pr}}(x, y) = e_1(x, y) \text{ and } e_{21,\text{pr}}(x, y) = e_{21}(x, y) \]
  \[ e_{22,\text{pr}}(x, y) = e_{22}(x, y) \]

- After thermal calculation, refractive profile is modified, modified electric fields are calculated and renormalization of modal electric fields is repeated:
- Eigen solutions of this equation gives \( e_1(x, y), e_{21}(x, y) \) and \( e_{22}(x, y) \) and \( \beta^2_1 \) and \( \beta^2_2 \) corresponding to fundamental mode and first two excited modes respectively.
- Overlap integrals:
  \[ \Gamma_{i,j} = \frac{|\iint e_i(x, y) e_{j,\text{pr}}(x, y) \, dx \, dy|^2}{\iint |e_i(x, y)|^2 \, dx \, dy \iint |e_{j,\text{pr}}(x, y)|^2 \, dx \, dy} \quad (29) \]

- Total power in each mode after rate equation calculation,
  \[ P_{1\text{tot}} = \iint (P_{s1}(x, y)) \, dx \, dy \quad (30) \]
  \[ P_{21\text{tot}} = \iint (P_{s21}(x, y)) \, dx \, dy \]
  \[ P_{22\text{tot}} = \iint (P_{s22}(x, y)) \, dx \, dy \quad (31) \]

- From the total power in modified mode in the next iteration, the signal power is calculated as
  \[ P_{\text{mode1}} = \Gamma_{1,1} P_{1\text{tot}} + \Gamma_{1,21} P_{21\text{tot}} + \Gamma_{1,22} P_{22\text{tot}} \quad (32) \]
  \[ P_{\text{mode2}} = \Gamma_{2,1} P_{1\text{tot}} + \Gamma_{2,21} P_{21\text{tot}} + \Gamma_{2,22} P_{22\text{tot}} \quad (33) \]
- Renormalization is performed as in Eq.(10) and Eq.(11)

**Fiber Parameters used in simulations:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius of core</td>
<td>37 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input signal power</td>
<td>10 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of cladding</td>
<td>85 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input pump power</td>
<td>300 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius of outer clad</td>
<td>200 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of fiber</td>
<td>1.63 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dZ_{\text{gain}}), space step</td>
<td>100 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excited state lifetime</td>
<td>850 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{Yb}^{2+}) ion conc.</td>
<td>3.5 \times 10^{25} \text{ m}^{-3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 5% of input signal power assumed to propagating through higher order modes.
- 384x384 larger grid mapping the fiber cross-section and 95x95 truncated matrix used for mode calculation.

Rate equation calculation and thermal equation calculation are done for \(z+dz\) space step using Eq. 12 to Eq. 28. Using the above equations, the intensity at the central grid as well as an offset grid is as shown in the figure below:

**Fig. 1** Intensity variation along the length at the central grid (left) and offset location (right)

At central grid the signal variation is observed to be relatively smooth (Fig. 1(left)), whereas the offset grid showed signal variations at the beat length, which is \(~ 24 \text{ mm}\) (Fig. 1(right)). The heat load in every thermal step along the length of the fiber is shown in Fig. 2 below which shows that the thermal load peaks near about 60 cm length of the fiber from the input.
Fig. 2 The quantum defect computed along the length of the Yb-doped fiber.

The flow chart representing the different steps involved in our simulations is provided below. Note that the highlighted steps below are computed through parallel programming in a GPU cluster, as described in the next section.
I-B. Parallel Programming

Threaded shared memory programming and message passing programming can be considered complimentary programming approaches and can be seen occasionally together in
applications. Parallel programming is a useful approach to program computationally heavy simulations. Accelerated computing use both CPU and GPU (Graphics processing Unit) to run the work. In such programs, CPUs act as the host and call GPU to run heavily loaded part of the code. CPUs are optimized for latency and GPUs are throughput optimized. GPUs can be used best for parallel computing of independent and countable steps. Performance of the program can be increased using accelerate libraries, further by high level parallel programming directives like OpenACC or by low level, less portable languages like CUDA or combinations of them. The steps of parallelization include identifying and expressing parallelism, expressing data movements and optimizing loop performance are shown in the flow chart below. PyOpenCL is used for the implementation of the algorithm for thermal mode instability using GPU for improved performance.

The table shows improvement in computing time for different sets of rate calculation iterated on GPU. Transferring of variables from CPU to GPU will have an overhead, but operations in GPU are much faster as operations are done in parallel using threads. So with increase in number of iterations gives better performance. The table is for rate calculations for a 95 x 95 matrices for powers and intensities of signal and pump using (95, 95) threads for dz = 100 µm space steps. The duration for CPU and GPU computation for 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 iterations and performance improvement using GPU is tabulated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of rate calculations</th>
<th>Time on CPU (sec)</th>
<th>Time on GPU (sec)</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.00337</td>
<td>2.84x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0946</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>26.27x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>51.74x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>9.352</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>51.1x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.A. Experimental investigation of TMI in high power fiber amplifiers
The experimental design to study TMI as mentioned in (a) is that of a multi-stage MOPA with a high average power to achieve power levels at which the thermal mode instability threshold have been reported before. Upon completion of the experimental design, the effect of TMI will be studied in future by modulating the seed laser radiation with different duty cycles, thereby varying the thermal load in the final amplifier. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) can be used to externally modulate the seed for this purpose which gives more stable output and freedom for a larger range of pulse-widths and repetition rates as compared to direct modulation of the seed. The design of the high power amplifier is presented which includes four amplification stages where the parameters at each stage is optimised using RP-Fiber Power software such that the output of the final stage is >500W. Based on this design, the experimental results are also presented here and these results are compared with that expected from the design.

1. RP Simulation design for 500W MOPA

The multi-stage MOPA design constitutes of a seed source followed by four amplification stages as shown in Fig. 3. An acousto-optic modulator after the seed source is for facilitating external modulation which can thus vary the heat load. The operation of the MOPA in continuous-wave mode as well as pulsed mode has been studied. The simulations have been done so as to obtain sufficient gain at each stage, with the target of achieving an average power >500 W at the final stage output.

**Fig. 3. Multi-stage amplifier design; FA: Fiber amplifier, AOM: acousto-optic modulator, CPS: cladding-pump stripper**

**FA1 stage:** The input signal power of 35 mW and pump power of 250 mW (at 976 nm) are used to optimise the FA1 stage active fiber length (6/125 µm Yb-doped single-clad fiber). For 1.5 m length of the active fiber, the ASE at 1030 nm is suppressed and the output signal power is estimated to be 218 mW at the output of the doped-fiber. The variation of the pump, signal, forward and backward ASE powers are as shown in Fig. 4(a). The gain expected at this stage is 7.9 dB.
FA2 stage: The insertion loss of the components (such as the combiners, isolators and cladding pump strippers) are incorporated from the specification sheets of the components to be used in the experiments in the calculation of input pump/signal powers at every stage. After incorporating the insertion loss of isolator and the combiner at the signal wavelength, the input power at 10/130 µm Yb-doped double-clad fiber (DCF) is estimated to be 116 mW. A laser diode operating at 915 nm is used for pumping the doped fiber in this stage. For a pump power of 6W, the active fiber length for the optimum output was 5 m from the simulation. The pump, signal and ASE power variations are shown in Fig. 4(b) variation with length. For this length, the output signal power obtained from simulation is 3.42 W and the gain is 14.7 dB.

FA3 stage: The signal power input to the active fiber at this stage (15/130µm LMA Yb-doped DCF) is estimated to be ~ 2.08 W after accounting for the insertion losses of the components in between. The total pump power that can be launched is about 80W, targeting ~ 15dB gain from this stage. For an optimum length of 3.3m, at the maximum pump power, the output signal power obtained from the simulation is ~ 72 W . The power variations are shown in Fig. 4(c).

FA4 stage: The signal input to the active fiber at this stage (25/250µm LMA Yb-doped DCF) is estimated to be ~ 30 W incorporating the insertion losses. The active fiber at this stage is a LMA few-mode fiber which is chosen to lower the threshold of TMI in the experiments, thus facilitating its study. The total pump power to be launched at this stage is about 680 W. For an active fiber length of 4 m, the output signal power obtained from the simulation is ~ 640 W with a gain of about 13.3 dB. The power variations are shown in Fig. 4(d).

These simulations provided the estimate of lengths and pump powers necessary at each stage. The experiments have then been carried out with parameters close to these estimates.
2. Experimental results for 500 W MOPA

The results from the experiments carried out till now have been presented here and compared with simulation results from RP-fiber power with the same input parameters as obtained experimentally at each stage. A total pump power of 256 mW at 976 nm is available at the FA1 stage. The signal power fed into the 1.5 m FA1 active fiber (single-clad, absorption at 976 nm: 250 dB/m) is ~ 36 mW. The variation of the output signal power with the pump power is as shown in Fig. 5(a).

The maximum signal output obtained at this stage is 184 mW which is less than that expected from simulation as shown in the same figure. Thus, a gain of 7.04 dB is obtained from the first amplification stage. From the design plan, the gain expected from this stage was 7.90 dB. An isolator is spliced at the output of this stage. The available signal power at the input of the 5 m length of FA2 active fiber (double-clad, pump absorption at 915 nm: 1.1 dB/m) is ~ 90 mW. The laser diode (915 nm) is used to launch pump power of 6.9W into the inner cladding of the Yd-doped DCF. The output signal power with increasing pump power is as shown in Fig. 3(b) with a maximum signal output power of 3.22 W. A gain of 15.5 dB is obtained from this stage. The available pump power was more than that considered in the design plan and thus the gain obtained from this stage is also higher. With the matched input parameters at this stage, the simulation result is also observed to be close to the experimental values as shown in 5(b). The input signal power to FA3 was about 2.28 W and for a pump power of 31W at 975 nm and active fiber length 3.3 m, signal power of 26W could be achieved at the output. Up to these pump power values, the output has not deviated considerably from the design plan as seen in Fig. 5(c). Experiments for further scaling the signal in this stage are ongoing but require more caution due to effects like self-pulsing [20, 21] as well as possible thermal issues.

Beyond the pump power of 31 W, the effects of self-pulsing have been observed primarily in the backward direction of the FA3 stage. This phenomenon was also observed at the FA2 stage, but the threshold was close to the maximum available pump power for that stage and thus the power was fixed lower than the threshold in this case. As the pump power of the FA3 stage is increased, after a threshold power the time-domain of the backward propagating power (monitored at the output tap of the isolator before the FA3 stage) show the occurrence of intermittent pulses. Some instances of the time domain traces are as shown in Fig. 6 for a fixed pump current of 3.5A. The frequency of these intermittent pulses are observed to lie in the range 200kHz – a few tens of MHz. The output power in the forward direction does indicate these fluctuations as observed in the backward direction, at least up to the values of input pump powers we studied. Due to the risk that might be involved in the amplification of...
these pulses, the current was not increased to much higher values than the threshold, as the amplitude of fluctuations increase with further increase of pump power.

We believe that this phenomenon could be initiated due to a nonlinear effect such as stimulated Brillouin scattering or it could also arise due to self-pulsing, building from amplified spontaneous noise, involving relaxation oscillations aided by spurious reflections [21].

The threshold of this phenomenon checked at the FA2 stage with different duty cycles and it was observed that the threshold power reduced with the increase in off time of the duty cycles. This indicated that the spontaneous emission noise may have a role to play here. Monitoring the spectra on the optical spectrum analyzer, indicated a fluctuation of nearly 8 dB at the signal wavelength during this phenomenon as indicated by two spectra measured at the same pump power in Fig. 7. The phenomenon described here is unlike the self-pulsing phenomenon observed in [11] as the latter reports fluctuation in power at the ASE peak near 1030 nm rather than the signal wavelength itself.

Since the threshold of the pulsing effect reduced with the modulation, of the signal SBS may not be the only reason causing this effect. The increase of the amplitude of these intermittent pulses with the pump power in the amplifying medium may lead to damage of the components. In the present case, monitoring the backward power at each stage seems to provide the precursor to this pulsing mechanism.
Pulsed mode

The acousto-optic modulator (AOM) after the seed laser is used for the external modulation of the signal. As the mode instability is primarily attributed to the thermal effects, this modulation has been done for keeping a provision for variation of heat load for the final amplifier stage. Since the previous studies indicate that the instability threshold depends on the average power of the system rather than peak power, the modulation for the present study has been done at a high repetition rate and as well as longer on time of the pulses. The pulse width at the input is decided such that along with the above conditions, the pulse distortion can be minimum during the multi-stage amplification. The lower limit of the pulse width is decided by the AOM characteristics (rise and fall time) whereas the upper limit is within the range to ensure the pulse is not distorted significantly by the gain saturation at the power amplification stages. With the above considerations the repetition rate was kept fixed at 10 MHz and the duty cycles studied are 80%, 60% and 40%, corresponding to 80 ns, 60 ns and 40 ns pulses.

For the lengths and input pump powers mentioned for each stage in the CW mode, the simulations are repeated for the pulsed mode considering a super-Gaussian pulse. As we have tap ports up to the FA2 stage to monitor the time domain, the powers measured up to this stage are compared in the table below with that obtained from RP Fiber Power. (The values from the simulation are indicated in blue.)

| Table I |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Power measured/estimated at | Duty cycle: 80% | Duty cycle: 60% | Duty cycle: 40% |
| | Ppeak (W) | Pavg (W) | Gain (dB) | Ppeak (W) | Pavg (W) | Gain (dB) | Ppeak (W) | Pavg (W) | Gain (dB) |
| Input to FA1 | 0.036 | 0.029 | -- | 0.036 | 0.022 | -- | 0.036 | 0.014 | -- |
| Output of FA1 | 0.250 | 0.200 | 8.4 | 0.302 | 0.181 | 9.2 | 0.430 | 0.172 | 10.8 |
| | 0.257 | 0.207 | 8.5 | 0.319 | 0.195 | 9.7 | 0.460 | 0.179 | 11.1 |
| Input to FA2 | 0.110 | 0.089 | -- | 0.136 | 0.083 | -- | 0.180 | 0.073 | -- |
| Output of FA2 | 3.84 | 3.08 | 15.4 | 5.18 | 3.11 | 15.7 | 7.70 | 3.08 | 16.2 |
| | 4.77 | 3.86 | 16.4 | 6.31 | 3.85 | 16.7 | 9.45 | 3.83 | 17.2 |
| After FA2 | 2.50 | 2.00 | --- | 3.37 | 2.02 | -- | 5.00 | 2.00 | --- |

As the input to the preamplifier stage (FA1) is after external modulation of the seed laser, the peak powers are equal at this point for all the three duty cycles. The powers obtained experimentally after pulse amplification in the FA1 stage, which uses a single clad Yb-doped fiber, shows good agreement with the simulation results. As expected, the lower duty cycles experience more gain due to stored energy in the inverted population during the off-time of the pulse. After the FA2 stage, the average powers in the case of all the three duty cycles is found to be nearly the same. The power was measured at the output of the isolator and the power at the output of FA2 was estimated using the insertion loss of the isolator.
This experimental value is compared with that obtained from the simulations and the gain in the case of each duty cycle is observed to be a dB less than that expected using the simulation. This discrepancy may be due to the differences in insertion loss, cladding absorption and/or splice loss considered for the estimations. Some typical pulsed outputs after AOM, after FA1 and after the FA2 output isolator are shown in Fig. 8. The maintenance of the pulse shape up to the FA2 stage are evident from these plots.

II-B. Investigation of Vortex Beam Generation

We have investigated the generation of vortex beams through a couple of different mechanisms viz. (1) Spiral Phase Plate (SPP), and (2) All-fiber fused couplers. The details of such investigation is presented below.

Spiral phase plate-based excitation of OAM beam:

A laser beam from He-Ne (λ=632.8 nm and coherence length ~0.5m) is passed through a commercial SPP (RPC Photonics-model VPP-1c), which is designed to generate OAM beams with intrinsic charge +1 at various wavelengths slots as shown in the table 1. We first obtained the phase step (orders of $2\pi$) of SPP for each slot at 632.8 nm by following the below mentioned procedure. Phase step refers to the maximum phase delay that each slot of SPP can produce. The maximum thickness (t) of each polymer device/slot on SPP is calculated using the formula $\frac{\lambda}{n_3-1}$, where $\lambda$ is specified slot wavelength and $n_3$ denotes refractive index of the polymer at that particular wavelength. The phase step for each slot at 632.8 nm is calculated using the formula $\frac{(n_{632.8nm}-1)}{632.8 \times 10^{-9}}$. Refractive index of polymer at ~25°C is

Fig. 8 Pulsed outputs after AOM (a, b, c), after FA1 (d, e, f) and after the FA2 output isolator (g, h, i) for the three duty cycles of (i) 80%, (ii) 60% and 40% respectively.
equal to $1.5375 + \frac{8290.45}{\lambda^2} - \frac{2.11046}{\lambda^4}$. Phase step of SPP is equivalent to intrinsic charge of OAM beam and the charge corresponding to each slot is shown in Table 1.

**Table 1**: SPP designed for generating charge +1 OAM beams at various wavelengths (left) and charge map at only 632.8nm wavelength (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1515</th>
<th>1471</th>
<th>1504</th>
<th>1515</th>
<th>1471</th>
<th>1455</th>
<th>2.46</th>
<th>2.39</th>
<th>2.44</th>
<th>2.46</th>
<th>2.39</th>
<th>2.36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1531</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>1466</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1563</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>7221</td>
<td>885</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1509</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>1498</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>1520</td>
<td>1525</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental setup for characterizing the fractional OAM beams (0.58 to 2.5) is shown in the Fig. 9. Here, we used Mach Zender interferometer technique to study the dislocation behaviour of generated fractional OAM beams. The reference beam (arm 1) is aligned at an elevation angle with respect to OAM beam in the arm 2 thereby giving an interference fringe pattern. Intensity and interference pattern for each charge is captured in a CCD camera by passing input beam through different slots of SPP. To avoid saturation of CCD, a neutral density filter is used to control the intensity of beam from the laser source.

![Figure 9. Experimental setup to characterize vortex phase plate (a): NDF-neutral density filter, BS-beam splitter, M- mirror, SPP- spiral phase plate, CCD – charge coupled device. Far field intensity patterns of OAM beams of charge 0.58; (b) and 0.95; (c).](image)

The far field intensity patterns for OAM beams of charge 0.58 and 0.95 are shown in the Fig 9 (b) and (c). As discussed above, it can be seen in Fig. 9(b) that OAM beam of charge 0.58 characterized by the mixed screw and edge dislocated wavefront has a zero intensity line in vertical direction from the center. The curved fringes on top portion of interference pattern Fig. 10(a) and discontinued fringes at the bottom indicates the presence of screw dislocation and edge dislocation, respectively, in the same beam. The experimentally obtained fringe
pattern is verified through simulations (Fig. 10(b)) by beating the beam obtained from phase plate with a vertically tilted plane wave beam. OAM beam of charge 0.95 which gives a donut intensity pattern (Fig 9 (c)) has a screw dislocation that is evident from curved fringes formed on top and bottom portions of the interferogram as shown in Fig. 10(c).

![Figure 10](image_url)

**Figure 10. Experimental and simulated interferograms of OAM beams for charges 0.58; 2 (a&b) and 0.95; 2(c&d)**

OAM beam of charges 1.57 and 2.5 also possess mixed screw edge dislocated wavefronts with null regions distributed in the far field intensity patterns as shown in Fig 11. The mathematical treatment for free space evolution of mixed screw-edge dislocation beams reveals that these beams split into single charge optical vortices in the far field, which concludes that fractional charges are not stable on propagation [15]. Interferograms of these charges show the presence of two and three distributed screw dislocations for the two cases respectively.

![Figure 11](image_url)

**Figure 11. Far field intensity and interferograms patterns for OAM beams of charge 1.57;9(a&b) and 2.5;9(c&d). The fork patterns have been encircled.**

To understand the optical properties of dislocated wavefront beams further we performed modal analysis to represent each of the output beam from SPP as a sum of eigen modes [19]. In general LG beams and Hermite Gaussian (HG) forms the basic eigen mode set for OAM beams. Here we have chosen LG beams and the field amplitude of LG in cylindrical co-ordinate system \((\rho, \phi, z)\) is represented by

\[
e(\rho, \phi, z)_{n,m}^{LG} = C_{n,m}^{LG} \frac{1}{w} \exp \left( -\frac{\rho^2}{w^2} \right) \left( \frac{\sqrt{2} \rho}{w} \right)^{|n-m|} L_{\min(n,m)}^{[n-m]} \left( \frac{2 \rho^2}{w^2} \right) \times \exp(-i(n - m)\phi) \exp\left(-\frac{ik\rho^2}{2R}\right) \exp(-i(n + m + 1)\phi) \left(-1\right)^{\min(n,m)} \quad (34)
\]
\[ C_{n,m}^{L} = \left( \frac{2}{\pi m!} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \min(n,m)! \] is a normalization constant, \( z_R \) is Rayleigh range, \( \varphi(z) = \tan^{-1}(z/z_R) \) represents Gouy phase, \( \frac{1}{2} k w(z)^2 = (z_R^2 + z^2)/z_R \) gives beam waist, \( R(z) = (z_R^2 + z^2)/z \) gives wavefront radius, \( LG_{n-m}^{\left| n-m \right|} \left( 2p^2/w^2 \right) \) is generalized Laguerre polynomial and \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) is phase constant. In the magnitude part of the equation 1 the factor \( \left( \frac{\sqrt{n}}{w} \right)^{\left| n-m \right|} \) decides the radius of null region for an OAM beam. \( LG_{n-m}^{\left| n-m \right|} \left( 2p^2/w^2 \right) \) determines the beam structure. In the phase part, the term \( \exp(-i(n - m)\varphi) \) denotes the azimuthal phase variation and \( (n-m) \) denotes the charge of the LG beam.

For a beam \( \tilde{e}(\rho, \varphi, z) \) incident on a slot of SPP, the output \( \tilde{e}' \) directly after the plate can be written as \( \tilde{e}' = \tilde{e} \exp(-ih\varphi) \), where \( h \) denotes the phase step of the slot. Here the operation affects only phase of the incoming beam, which is true for a paraxial regime. Since the input beam is collimated this approximation holds good. The mode decomposition of a mode \( e_{n,m}^{L} \) whose phase structure is modified by a phase plate with phase step \( h \) is described by mode weights

\[ a_{nm,st} = \int \int \tilde{e}_{n,m}^{L} \exp(-ih\varphi)\tilde{e}_{st}^{*L} \ dr d\varphi. \tag{35} \]

Equation 35 essentially finds the field overlap between the output of SPP and the reference LG beam over the beam cross section. Intensity weights of each mode is calculated using \( I_{nm,st} = |a_{nm,st}|^2 \). The input parameters for the simulations are \( \lambda = 632.8 \text{ nm} \), beam waist \( w_0 = 1 \text{ mm} \), Rayleigh range = 1e+16. To differentiate the intrinsic charge generated by SPP from the intrinsic charges obtained from modal decomposition, we considered phase step instead of intrinsic charge.

Table 2: OAM of fractional charges 0.58 (left), 0.95 (middle) and 1.57 (right) are decomposed into LG modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(s,t)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(s,t)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(s,t)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modal decomposition for OAM beam generated from SPP for phase steps 0.58 and 0.95 are shown in table 2. In the table, \( (s-t) \) denotes the charge of the LG beam. For phase step 0.58, 52% of total power is associated with charge +1 of which 43% is associated to \( e_{1}^{L} \) mode with donut intensity pattern and the remaining 9% to the higher order modes \( e_{2}^{L}, e_{3}^{L}, e_{4}^{L} \) which have increasing number of rings in their intensity patterns. Similarly for phase step 0.95, 93% of the total power is associated to charge +1 and 78% to the donut mode. Even though the phase step approaches to unity, the total power of input Gaussian mode is not...
converted to donut mode because the SPP changes only the phase structure. In order to get a pure donut mode, intensity structure also needs to be modified.

The power decomposition to a particular charge (s-t) is maximum if it satisfies the phase matching condition i.e. \( s - t = n - m + h \). For phase step of 1.57 most of the power is decomposed to charges +1 and +2 since the phase step lies in between +1 and +2. In general fractional charge beams (non-integral phase steps) can be decomposed to infinite LG modes and in all the three cases higher order zero helicity modes are forbidden by symmetry.

![Intensity patterns](image)

**Figure 12.** Intensity patterns of simulated OAM beams for charges 0.58; 10(a), 0.95; 10(b) and 1.57; 10(c).

Intensity patterns for phase steps 0.58, 0.95, 1.57 in Fig. 12 are obtained by combining the decomposed modes. Here we combined modes of significant weights, which are highlighted in Table 2 which amounts to 84%, 93% and 76% of total power for phase steps 0.58, 0.95 and 1.57 respectively. The resulting intensity patterns are found to be similar to their far field intensity patterns.

**Fused fiber coupler-based excitation of OAM beam:**

In general, modes in the air-core fibers propagate with different effective indices (neff) than LP01 in SMF, due to the different fiber refractive index profiles. The neff or propagation constants of the selected modes must be matched in order to achieve coupling from LP01 in SMF to any HOM in the air-core fiber. As HOMs are associated with lower neff, the diameter of the SMF is reduced, by pre-tapering, to phase match LP01 with that of a selected HOM in the air-core fiber.

![Simulation results](image)

**Figure 13:** Simulation results: (a): Index profile of OAM air-core fiber, (b): Effective index (neff) of different modes in SMF (LP01) and air-core fiber (TM01, OAM \(|l|=1\), TE01) fiber as a function of radius of fiber; phase matching points are indicated.
Fig 13. (b), shows $n_{\text{eff}}$ for the LP01 mode in SMF and the OAM $|l|=1$ mode in the air-core fiber are mapped as a function of fiber radius in order to calculate fiber diameter ratio to achieve phase matching. When phase matching is achieved, the superposition of excited OAM $|l|=1$ modes is tuned by controlling input polarization, with each circular polarization exciting one specific OAM mode in its 2-mode degenerate subspace.

Experimental details, results and discussion Conventional telecom-grade SMF is pre-tapered to ~75.8µm (with less than 0.1dB loss) according to the diameter ratio calculated from simulation studies (Fig. 11. (b)). The pre-tapered SMF is longitudinally aligned with the untapered air-core fiber without any twist, and fixed with a UV-curable adhesive glue. The coupler is fabricated by fusing both the fibers at ~1400°C using a ceramic micro heater (NTT-AT, Japan) and by pulling them using a commercial fiber tapering rig. After a certain length of pulling, the fibers weakly fuse and the LP01 mode in the SMF couples into the OAM mode of the air-core fiber to which it is phase matched.

![Figure 14: (a): Experimental setup to characterize the generated OAM beam-solid lines are propagation path of light through fiber, dashed lines are that of light through free space, L-collimating lens, BS-free space beam splitter. (b): Far field image of the generated OAM beam. (c) & (d): Fork and spiral interference patterns of OAM beam and Gaussian reference, respectively.](image)

Fig. 14(a) depicts the schematic for device characterization: light from a 1550-nm laser source is split into two arms using a 3dB coupler. The interference setup is constructed with fabricated coupler in one of the arms as shown in Fig. 14(a). The field patterns are imaged using a CCD camera. The absence of LP11 mode like patterns and an uniform azimuthal intensity distribution (Fig. 14(b)), qualitatively suggests that phase matched coupling to the OAM modes was achieved without substantial coupling to the neighboring HE11, TE01 or TM01 modes. A polarization measurement performed using a polarizer and quarter wave plate combination reveals that this beam is uniformly circularly polarized, further suggesting that these beams are OAM eigenmodes of the air-core fiber. With the reference arm unblocked but incident on the camera at a slight angle with respect to the beam from the air-core fiber, the input polarization is adjusted until the characteristic fork interference pattern is observed (Fig. 14(c)). With the beam from the reference arm co-aligned with that from the air-core fiber, we observe the characteristic spiral interference between an OAM and an expanded Gaussian beam (Fig. 14(d)). These observations are consistent with the fact that the beam exiting the air-core fiber is substantially a pure OAM mode. The demonstrated coupler is expected to be useful for coherent beam combining with OAM beams.
Appendix - Tandem Pumping

As discussed earlier, the main reason seen behind mode instability at higher power levels in the LMA fiber is due to thermal effects. As shown in Fig. 1b, the thermal load in fiber can reduce if we can reduce the quantum defect (QD), which is defined as energy difference between the pump and the signal photon that is converted into heat [25]. In tandem pumping, the pumping is done at wavelength close to signal wavelength using fiber laser or amplifier as opposed to conventional diode pumping technique. Fiber lasers can provide nearly a single mode pumping source which can be used in single clad fiber amplifier. Use of a single clad fiber in an amplifier can provide better pump overlap factor which can further reduce the quantum defect. A 10 kW fiber laser has been demonstrated by IPG photonics using tandem pumping scheme scheme as opposed to conventional multimode diode pumping scheme. Moreover, better overlap factor provided by tandem pumping approach reduces the gain in the outer region of the core and hence can reduce the chances of higher order modes getting amplified as a result of higher gain available in the outer core region [25].

One of the key parameter in tandem pumping is to choose the optimum pumping wavelength for particular signal wavelength based on optimum gain. The absorption and emission cross-section of a typical Yb-doped fiber provides a wide range of pumping wavelengths Yb-doped fiber can provide. Based on simulations Codemard et. al. [26] have shown various optimum pumping wavelength which can provide maximum gain for various signal wavelengths. One of the key objective of our work is to validate this characteristics by experiments. Therefore we plan to tune the wavelength of pump and signal over a wide range of wavelengths by using two separate tunable ring lasers as shown in Figure 6a. As shown in [26] the maximum gain for wavelength around 1060 nm can be obtained by pumping at around 1030 nm. In our initial experiments when we trying to build a 200 W tandem pump fiber laser setup we fix out signal at 1060 nm and pumping wavelength as 1030 nm.

As shown in Figure 6a our tandem pumping setup consists of a two tunable fiber ring laser initially set at 1030 nm and 1060 nm at input. The idea is to obtain maximum power for 1030 nm (tandem pump wavelength) by passing it through two amplifier stages FA1 and FA2 while obtaining very good extinction (~10-15 dB) between 1030 nm and 1060 nm. Then by splicing an additional length of DCF at the output of FA2 amplification is achieved at 1060 nm, where 1030 nm is used as tandem pump.

Yb-doped DCF with core/clad diameter of 10/130 µm is used in ring laser setup which is pumped using a 975 nm multimode pump laser diode. A tunable bandpass filter was present in the ring lasers to set the lasing wavelength. Signal from both ring lasers were combined using a WDM. The output from the ring lasers were limited here by the power handling capability of WDM. The combined signal of 200 mW and 10 mW at 1030 nm and 1064 nm is amplified further using Fiber Amplifier 1 (FA1). The achieved output power at the output of FA1 is ~2W at 1030 nm and ~0.5W at 1064 nm. It can be noted that the gain achieved at longer wavelength is much larger than the gain at 1030 nm. The aim of using FA1 and FA2 is to achieve a maximum gain for 1030 nm while providing a better extinction with 1064 nm at the output, as 1030 nm is to be used as pump in the tandem pumping section of the setup. The FA2 setup consist of about 4 m of DCF-25/250 um. The output power of FA2 was limited by burning of the splice joint between pump combiner and Yb-DCF (due to heat generated by pump loss at the splice point ) and fiber fuse occurrence (possible due to peaking of inversion near input end) in the Yb-DCF. The maximum achievable power from the setup is about 120
W as plotted in Figure 6b. The extinction obtained between 1030 nm and 1060 nm at output of FA2 at this power levels is about 12 dB.

To perform tandem pumping experiments the idea is to further splice an additional length of same Yb-DCF at the output of FA4. The experiments for this is yet to be performed. However we suspect there are many challenges to overcome as a result of splicing of this additional length for tandem pumping such as self pulsing. The self pulsing can result in the setup as a result of longer Yb DCF at the output of FA4. The self pulsing can easily occur if proper length is not chosen in tandem pumped section based on signal and pump wavelength, as there is no isolation between FA2 and tandem pump section. Isolators at such high power levels are not available to the best of our knowledge.
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